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Sports

A nice exercise outside, practice for a competition or a fun match with the whole family: with the sports products from EXIT Toys, you can transform your garden or driveway into a real sports field!
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Football

Are you a true football fan? Improve your ball skills, take out your energy in the garden or train for an important game with the rebounders, football- and pannagoals of EXIT Toys. Guaranteed football fun!
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Football goals

Do you play often on the football field? EXIT Toys has football goals in various sizes and models. You score more often with EXIT football goals!
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Rebounders

Passing, shooting, receiving, goalkeeping, throwing and heading? Train your ball skills with the EXIT Toys rebounders. The possibilities are endless!
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Backstop nets

Does the ball sometimes break your flower boxes, ruin your plants or hit spectators? With the EXIT Backstop nets, this is history!
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Basketball

Training for the perfect slam dunk, getting in condition and getting excellent ball skills? With the top-quality basketball system of EXIT Toys all this is possible.
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Basketball poles and backboards

Training for the perfect slam dunk, getting in condition and getting excellent ball skills? With the top-quality basketball poles and backboards of EXIT Toys all this is possible.
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Hockey

EXIT Toys is the place to be for rebounders, football- and pannagoals. Practice penalty corners, passes and other important hockey skills wherever and whenever you want.
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Hockey goals

Watch out hockey fans! EXIT Toys has hockey goals in various sizes and models, so you can practice in your very own garden.
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Rebounders

Become more agile and precise in your hockey game with a rebounder from EXIT Toys. Passing, shooting, goalkeeping or throwing? It’s all possible.
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Multisport

At EXIT Toys you find multisport nets, sports trampolines and GetSet sports units. Enabling you to work on your technique, skills, strength and endurance in your own backyard, just the way you want it!
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GetSet units

Does your family like to be active outside or are you a true sports fan? With our GetSet units you can practice all kinds of different fitness exercises, in your own garden!
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Sports trampolines

Are you an experienced jumper and would you like to perform the most amazing tricks on the trampoline? Then an EXIT sports trampoline would be just what you need! On it you can have the ultimate feeling of freedom.
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Multi-sport net

Tennis, beach tennis, volleyball, football tennis or perhaps badminton? Can’t make up you mind? With the multi-sport net you can do it all!
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Trampolines

Bouncing on a trampoline in your own garden? Who can resist that? But which type of trampoline should you choose? Compare, choose and start bouncing to cloud nine with EXIT trampolines!
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Trampoline series

A versatile Elegant trampoline, a stylish Silhouette trampoline or a high-quality PeakPro trampoline? At EXIT Toys you can choose from various trampoline series, that differ in looks, bouncing comfort and quality range.
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Elegant trampolines

Trampolines with the most stable frame in the world, unique and super safe: the Elegant trampolines have it all!
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Silhouette trampolines

A trampoline with an elegant look thanks to its matte-black frame with green highlights. The Silhouette trampoline lets you enjoy years of jumping pleasure!
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Black Edition trampolines

Are you looking for a modern trampoline with an easy step? The EXIT Black Edition trampoline is a true asset for every type of garden. 
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Tiggy junior trampolines

Are you looking for a fun trampoline for young children and toddlers? The very youngest ones can enjoy jumping on the EXIT Tiggy junior trampoline!
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Trampoline types

Inground, ground level or would you rather have a trampoline on legs? And would you like a round or a rectangular model? At EXIT Toys you can find trampolines in all shapes and sizes!
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Trampolines on legs

Experience sky-high adventures with a trampoline on legs from EXIT Toys. These trampolines don’t take up a permanent spot in the backyard and thanks to the added safety net they are a safe choice.
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Inground trampolines

Looking for a trampoline with a low entry? The EXIT Toys inground trampolines are easy to access for everyone.
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Sports trampolines

Are you an experienced jumper and would you like to perform the most amazing tricks on the trampoline? Then an EXIT sports trampoline would be just what you need! On it you can have the ultimate feeling of freedom.
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Round trampolines

Are you looking for a round trampoline? At EXIT Toys you can find a broad range of round trampolines. From big to small, inground or on legs: there’s one for everyone!
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Rectangular trampolines

The rectangular EXIT Toys trampolines are a real must-have for children who want to show their acrobatics tricks.
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Trampoline attachments

From trampoline ladders to covers and robotic mower stops, EXIT Toys has various attachments for your trampoline.
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Trampoline covers

Do you have an EXIT Toys trampoline in your garden, and do you want to protect it in Autumn and Winter? Use the EXIT Toys covers to optimally protect the trampoline against weather influences.
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Trampoline accessories

Have you purchased an EXIT Toys trampoline and you are now looking for safe, practical or simply nice trampoline accessories? From a weather cover to a trampoline ladder, EXIT Toys has it all!
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Trampoline robot mower stops

Is a trampoline and a robot mower together in the garden impossible? Not at EXIT Toys. Thanks to the EXIT robot mower stop the trampoline and robot mower go together perfectly in your garden.
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Safety tiles

Looking for the perfect fall protection for a trampoline, slide, swing, or playground unit? With our rubber tiles, children can play carefree. As the grass grows through the tiles, they are hardly visible in the garden.
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Swimming pools

Go to EXIT Toys for high quality swimming pools with a unique design and the handiest accessories!
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Rectangular swimming pools

Just relaxing or an active play and swim with the entire family in your own high quality swimming pool: you will no longer need to leave your home for a refreshing swim with the rectangular swimming pools from EXIT Toys!
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Round swimming pools

Are you in need of some cooling off on a hot summer day? During summertime, a round frame swimming pool from EXIT Toys is the perfect addition to your garden!
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Pool domes and canopies

Give your swimming pool an upgrade with the unique swimming pool domes and canopies from EXIT Toys!
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Swimming pool accessories

Have you purchased a swimming pool and are you looking for nice pool accessories? From pool cover to pool filter or maintenance set, EXIT Toys has it all!
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GetSet play and sport units

The EXIT GetSet is a multifunctional unit for in your backyard. From tough playing unit for kids to a challenging fitness unit for sportive 14+ year-olds and adults. Which GetSet suits you best?
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GetSet editions

At EXIT Toys there's a suitable GetSet unit for everyone. From tough monkey bars for young children to versatile powerstations for sportive 14+ and adults. You can choose from multiple GetSet editions: which one suits you best?
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GetSet play units

With the GetSet play units you can have endless fun. Swinging, climbing, tumbling… with these play and climbing units you can bring the playground to your own garden. GetSet and have fun!
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GetSet play and sports units

Are you looking for a beautiful play and fitness unit in one? At Exit Toys we have just what you need in our GetSet series. Great for loads of play and sports fun! GetSet and go!
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GetSet sports units

Are you a true sports fan or does your family enjoy being active outside? With our GetSet sports units you can do all sorts of different fitness exercises, In your own garden!
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GetSet accessories

Do you have a GetSet and are you looking for more variation or challenge? Then there are various GetSet play and sports accessories for you. From a swing and gymnastics rings to a gym bench and punching bag: EXIT Toys has it all
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GetSet play accessories

Are you looking for fun play accessories for your GetSet unit? Then you've come to the right place at EXIT Toys. Even more reasons for the children to go and spend time outside!
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GetSet sports accessories

Are you looking for sports accessories for your GetSet? Then you've come to the right place at EXIT Toys. Would you like even more variation in your workout? Challenge yourself!
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Safety tiles

Looking for the perfect fall protection for a trampoline, slide, swing, or playground unit? With our rubber tiles, children can play carefree. As the grass grows through the tiles, they are hardly visible in the garden.
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Play equipment

Would you like to swing, play on the seesaw, climb, and clamber at home? With the EXIT Toys play equipment you experience magical outdoor adventures.
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GetSet units

Would you like to swing, climb and tumble in your own garden? With the GetSet play units of EXIT Toys you can let your imagination run wild and experience the best adventures in the fresh air.
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Climbing domes

Discover boundless climbing fun with the EXIT Toys metal climbing domes for children aged 3 and up. A stylish and multifunctional climbing dome with climbing stones for endless play fun!
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My First slides

Experience endless sliding fun with the My First slides of EXIT Toys for children aged 2 and up. A trendy slide with pastel tones that looks stylish in every interior and exterior.
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Seesaw

Playing outdoors with your friends? The all-familiar seesaw is a popular piece of equipment for the garden. No one ever gets bored of it!
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Swing seats

What is more fun than swinging in the fresh air? Alternate your swing seat with a cool swing bag, a nest swing, or a lounge swing from EXIT Toys.
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Safety tiles

Looking for the perfect fall protection for a trampoline, slide, swing, or playground unit? With our rubber tiles, children can play carefree. As the grass grows through the tiles, they are hardly visible in the garden.
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Sand and water toys

What can be nicer than playing outdoors with your brothers, sisters and friends? EXIT Toys has a variety of play equipment for young and old, such as swings, water tracks, planter tables and sandboxes.
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Wooden outdoor kitchens

Are you a little chef? The wooden outdoor kitchens from EXIT Toys allow you to work in a real kitchen, so that you can whip up the most delicious dishes in the fresh air!
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Water play sets

Nothing nicer than playing with water! The EXIT Toys water play set guarantees splashing fun for young and old!
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Planter tables

Doesn’t everyone want to have their very own vegetable garden? Not only educational and fun, but also tasty and healthy. With the EXIT planter tables you bring nature into the house!
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Sand & water tables

Looking for having fun with a sand & water table? Our sand & water tables are multi-functional and can easily be converted into a picnic table.
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Sandpits

Building beautiful sand castles and digging big holes? In the EXIT Toys sandboxes all this is possible.
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Water play tiles

Experience the best fun and water play in your very own garden. With the interactive water play tiles from EXIT Toys children will have the most awesome splashing summer!
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Spare parts

From football nets and screw sets to sidewalls for wooden playhouses or new trampoline padding: View the spare parts of EXIT Toys!
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Sports spareparts

Did you work out so intensely that your sports product could use a second life? At EXIT Toys you can find all spare parts so you can go full speed again.
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Trampoline spare parts

EXIT Toys is the right address for your trampoline spare parts: from padding, jump mat to springs.
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Pool and spa spare parts

Do you need a spare part for your swimming pool or spa? Find your spare part at EXIT Toys and let the water fun begin.
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Playhouse and play equipment spare parts

You can find all spare parts for playhouses, seesaws, swing seats and play towers at EXIT Toys!
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Sand and water toys spare parts

You can also turn to EXIT Toys for new parts for our play equipment, such water tracks or sand & water tables.
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Go-karts & trikers spare parts

EXIT Toys has all the spare parts in-house to make your go-karts and trikers look like new: from screws to seats and from tyres to bumpers.
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You did not found what you were looking for. 
Fortunately, we are very happy to help you!

Go to our homepage or click on the product page:
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Select 2 or 3 products to compare and click on the button to perform the comparison.
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Do you have a question?
We are here to help you!


Follow us and stay informed
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Answer to your question

Chat with us via our website or WhatsApp and get quick answers to your questions.



EXIT Service Portal

Here you can register returns, report a complaint or register products.



info@exittoys.com

For more information
send us an email
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27 juli 2023

The product is very good value for money and delivery was very quick. Thank you.

Brian Sheppard
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24 november 2023

Extremely organised company. So fast and efficient. I would highly recommend Exittoys.

Angela Duggan
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23 juni 2023

Amazing toy, very high quality and easy to assemble

Jennifer Gilmore
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Welcome to EXIT Toys!
Our website uses cookies. We use functional, analytical, and tracking cookies to analyze traffic on our website and personalize content. This allows us to improve the user experience on the website.
By clicking 'Customize', you can learn more about the specific types of cookies and customize your preferences. By clicking 'Allow all cookies', you agree to the use of all cookies. You can find more information in our cookie policy.




Adjust Cookies



 Functional (necessary)
Necessary cookies are required to keep the website functional. These cookies ensure, among other things, that you can view images, log in, and place orders. Without these cookies, this is not possible




 Statistics
By collecting analytical cookies, we better understand how our website is used. With this data, we can adjust our website for an optimal user experience. The collection of this data is done anonymously.




 Marketing
Marketing cookies are used to track visitors across different pages they visit. The purpose is to display relevant information and advertisements to these users.
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